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The All-New 2020 McLaren GT Is Now Available at McLaren Chicago

The 2020 McLaren GT offers high-level performance, along with greater practicality compared
to other McLaren models.

CHICAGO (PRWEB) January 24, 2020 -- Exotic supercar shoppers that desire a vehicle that provides high-
level performance and everyday practicality will be very pleased with the all-new 2020 McLaren GT (Grand
Tourer), which recently arrived at McLaren Chicago. The McLaren GT combines the world-class performance
and driving dynamics of McLaren with high-level comfort and a generous amount of cargo space.

The 2020 McLaren GT is very fun-to-drive. It comes equipped with a 4.0-liter twin-turbocharged V8 engine,
which doles out an incredible 612 horsepower and 465 pound-feet of torque. The powerful engine is mated to
the quick-shifting 7-speed Seamless Shift Gearbox.

The McLaren GT boasts impressive acceleration, with a zero to 100 kph (62 mph) time of only 3.2 seconds.
The all-new Grand Tourer has a top speed of 203 mph. Performance for the McLaren GT is further enhanced by
its electro-hydraulic power-assisted steering, independent active damper and selectable modes with settings for
Sport, Comfort and Track.

It’s easy to get drawn into the beautiful design of the 2020 McLaren GT, with its sculpted profile, unique
butterfly doors, a carbon fiber MonoCell II-T chassis, an electrochromic panoramic roof and a powered and
glazed rear tailgate. Inside the McLaren GT, the cockpit has a nice balance between a driver-focused design and
high-level comfort, while the ambient lighting creates an elegant atmosphere. With the spacious luggage bay,
the McLaren GT offers a generous amount of storage space compared to other McLaren models. Also, for a
stylish touch and an even higher degree of exclusivity, the 2020 McLaren GT offers a bespoke luggage
collection.

For more information about the 2020 McLaren GT and other vehicles at McLaren Chicago, exotic supercar
shoppers can visit the dealership’s website at www.mclarenchicago.com, call (312) 635-6482 or stop by in
person at 645 West Randolph Street in Chicago.
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Contact Information
Josh King
McLaren Chicago
http://www.mclarenchicago.com
(312) 635-6482

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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